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INFLECTION POINT: IS TEST-OPTIONAL
THE FUTURE?
Roughly 80 percent of bachelor degree granting institutions
are now testoptional. Has the world of college admission
entered a new phase? Higher education organizations collect
data as colleges and universities determine their next steps
for their institutions’ admission policies.
By James Paterson

s the pandemic was grinding through nearly every facet of higher education,
it also was forcing higher education institutions to find the answer to a key

question that had been rattling around among colleges and universities for
decades. What would college admission be like without the requirement that
students submit scores on big national standardized tests?
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Out of necessity, institutions quickly found some answers to that multifaceted
concern amid the height of the COVID-19 crisis. This fall, as normalcy further
returns, many in higher education are now sifting through the data and anecdotal
information from that period as they decide how to finetune new testing policies or,
in some cases, reinstate previous policies requiring testing. That’s all taking place
while admission professionals counsel students who may be pleased by the new
policies and feel more fairly assessed and free to apply at schools more broadly,
but also may feel confused—and perhaps even suspicious.

“I predict we’ll continue to see the benefits of the testoptional world, despite all the
unanswered questions,” says John Latting, associate vice provost and dean of
admission at Emory University (GA) who chaired a task force that developed a
2020 NACAC report on testing. The scope of the NACAC report, originally
focused on standardized testing challenges for international students, was
expanded once COVID-19 hit and sped up higher education’s move to
testoptional policies. It concluded that testing often contributed to inequity in
admission and that institutions had to carefully examine whether bringing it back
was a good idea that benefited students.

Latting and others in admission offices are now doing just that. They are looking at
data that generally show a spike in the number of students applying—specifically,
notable increases in applications from nontraditional students. And they are
considering how to fine-tune the test-optional process and strengthen other
criteria they use for admission.

In addition, Latting and other admission leaders say they’ll be looking at the
performance of students who were testoptional once they are enrolled, including
their persistence, grades, and even things like their emotional health, resilience,
and satisfaction with their college choice.

“The pandemic compelled admission offices—and perhaps more importantly,
other stakeholders around the institution—to adapt to an environment in which
standardized admission tests could not be implemented, proving to everyone that
college admission can be conducted without them,” says David Hawkins, chief
education and policy officer at NACAC. “Importantly, institutions are now working



to understand how a potential test-optional or test-free future will serve their goals
and reduce systemic inequities in access to postsecondary education.”

According to Katy Murphy, director of college counseling at Bellarmine College
Preparatory School in San Jose, California, and a NACAC past president, each
college and each student will have to make individual decisions about how they
will navigate the new landscape.

“I’m concerned about transparency and aspirations,” she says. “I hope students
will be able to understand the real policies at these institutions and that they won’t
be disappointed thinking that test-optional means they are eligible at institutions
where they aren’t.”

Changing Numbers
Robert Schaeffer, executive director of FairTest, the National Center for Fair and
Open Testing, says that 1,835 colleges and universities will be test-optional or
test-blind this fall—including all but three of the country’s state flagship
institutions. Such policies now cover about 80 percent of bachelor-degree
granting institutions, compared to 45 percent of the schools in 2019.

“The numbers have exploded,” says Schaeffer, whose research and advocacy
group backs getting rid of mandatory testing. “Proof that eliminating ACT and SAT
submission is the new normal in undergraduate admissions is the fact that 72
percent of all schools have extended their policies at least through fall 2023 and,
in many cases, permanently—and at least 100 more have not yet announced next
year’s testing requirements.”

Meanwhile the educational consulting firm EAB found in a survey of about 5,000
students who graduated in 2021 that 15 percent applied to a college just because
it did not require a test score, and that number was over 20 percent for Black and
Latinx students.



Latting says Emory saw a 19 percent rise in applications generally after the school
developed a test-optional policy and a 42 percent increase among Black
students. Increases were also higher in other nontraditional groups. 

“Taking the test was clearly a barrier for some students,” he says, noting that not
having it simply improved the mindset of some who were considering applying. “It
just signals that it’s not everything when it comes to gaining acceptance to our
institution.”

At The University of Toledo (OH), where the acceptance rate is about 90 percent,
Collin Palmer, director of undergraduate admission, says admission of Black and
Latinx students rose around 20 percent. But also at the more selective Santa
Clara University (CA), Becky Konowicz, dean of undergraduate admission, was
seeing a similar bump in applications generally and among students in
nontraditional groups, although she is holding off judgment on what it means.

“We were one of the universities that adopted a change quickly because students
couldn’t access testing. We just didn’t know how readers would evaluate students
without test scores, but because we’d been holistic about evaluating students, it
wasn’t as difficult as one might have thought. Now, we have to follow-up and
understand what it means and fine-tune it.”

What’s Next
Konowicz and A.J. Williams, director of transfer, athletic, and international
recruitment at Santa Clara University, described their experience with a test-
optional policy during a NACAC forum in March. They reported that generally they
were pleasantly surprised to find that their application evaluation process held up
well and accurately identified students who were a fit for their campus.



Since that time, the University of California system has announced it will be
entirely test-blind, but the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has reported it is
going back to using tests in admission. Baylor University (TX), meanwhile, has
announced tests won’t be required for either admission or merit aid, while
Oklahoma State University, for example, has spelled out that scores will help them
determine who will be eligible for scholarships.

“It is still very fluid and hard to know where this will all land. We’ll take more time to
flesh this out and see what our policy should specifically look like,” Williams says,
noting that Santa Clara University also will consider how students who have gone
through this test-optional phase perform.

On one hand, Schaeffer at FairTest says momentum will continue to build for
options that de-emphasize or eliminate testing because schools have seen how
the policies increase diversity and heighten fairness of the application process.

Murphy, however, believes that colleges will increasingly return to testing to more
efficiently find applicants who realistically have a chance for admission and
success, and to reduce the sheer high numbers of applications.

Otherwise, she says, students are confused and further stressed by the options
and language of the policies and too often are applying to schools for which they
are not prepared—then potentially are disappointed. And Palmer, too, worries
about students having a “tyranny of choices” as they face various names for
testing policies and nuances to the policies themselves.

According to Latting, those decisions may often be determined by a number of
factors specific to the college and its students, noting that some colleges will
determine tests are a valuable tool.

“If you are a physician and taking someone’s temperature, that doesn’t tell you
what exactly needs to be done. Does it mean you have to go to the hospital?
Physicians need to use discretion. The College Board and ACT say that they are
just making thermometers.”

Looking at Outcomes



Latting says some institutions who had
flexibility in their review of applications
will “see the benefits of (the) test-
optional world.”

“We’ll have to see the research first.
Institutions who have been approaching
things in a different, more holistic way
and have a super-streamlined structure
for evaluating students will find it easier
without test scores.”

At Santa Clara University, they are
waiting for more data about the students
who enrolled under the new policy—and
feedback from others, including faculty,
who Williams believes will be vocal.

“We perform well when it comes to
retention and our students are generally
successful and satisfied here. When any
of that starts slipping, we will hear about
it,” he says.

Palmer says his institution, The University
of Toledo, is exploring ways to evaluate
test-optional students, including a
calculation of performance based on the
applicant’s Advanced Placement,
International Baccalaureate, and honors coursework, allowing for what was
available at each student’s high school.

He also says they will be evaluating some students who have gone through the
testoptional process—and giving them additional support.



“We are providing additional first-year services to those with GPAs that might
consider them at-risk,” he says. “For example, if we admit someone test-optional
with a 3.5 and another student with a 2.75, we may provide additional services for
the student with the lower GPA that the other with a 3.5 may not require.”

Konowicz also points out that while Santa Clara University may make ACT and
SAT scores less significant in its process, performance academically will still be a
critical factor in admission decisions. Williams notes that amid the pandemic
Santa Clara used a series of non-cognitive assessments developed by the
Character Collaborative for students who didn’t have test scores, and will likely
use such assessments more widely in the future.

At Emory, a committee with representatives of various segments of the institution
will be evaluating the policy and its effects this winter. Latting believes many of the
approaches adopted during the past two years will be part of procedures going
forward.

“If you were doing a holistic review previously, where you spread out all the
information on your desk and really thought about the qualities you are interested
in finding in a student, (test-optional admission) isn’t that big of a deal,” he said.
“Test scores are helpful, but there are plenty of other measures.”

James Paterson is a writer and former school counselor living in Lewes,
Delaware.


